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a b s t r a c t
Grain boundaries (GBs) are planar lattice defects that govern the properties of many types of polycrystalline materials. Hence, their structures have been investigated in great detail. However, much less is
known about their chemical features, owing to the experimental diﬃculties to probe these features at
the atomic length scale inside bulk material specimens. Atom probe tomography (APT) is a tool capable
of accomplishing this task, with an ability to quantify chemical characteristics at near-atomic scale. Using APT data sets, we present here a machine-learning-based approach for the automated quantiﬁcation
of chemical features of GBs. We trained a convolutional neural network (CNN) using twenty thousand
synthesized images of grain interiors, GBs, or triple junctions. Such a trained CNN automatically detects
the locations of GBs from APT data. Those GBs are then subjected to compositional mapping and analysis, including revealing their in-plane chemical decoration patterns. We applied this approach to experimentally obtained APT data sets pertaining to three case studies, namely, Ni-P, Pt-Au, and Al-Zn-Mg-Cu
alloys. In the ﬁrst case, we extracted GB speciﬁc segregation features as a function of misorientation and
coincidence site lattice character. Secondly, we revealed interfacial excesses and in-plane chemical features that could not have been found by standard compositional analyses. Lastly, we tracked the temporal
evolution of chemical decoration from early-stage solute GB segregation in the dilute limit to interfacial
phase separation, characterized by the evolution of complex composition patterns. This machine-learningbased approach provides quantitative, unbiased, and automated access to GB chemical analyses, serving
as an enabling tool for new discoveries related to interface thermodynamics, kinetics, and the associated
chemistry-structure-property relations.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

Introduction
Grain boundaries (GBs) are interfaces between adjacent grains
in polycrystalline materials. As ubiquitous lattice defects, they govern many properties of materials, such as strength, ductility, wear
resistance, conductivity, etc. [1–3]. Their structure and structureproperty relationships have always been a subject of intense research [4–14], but the fact that GBs are buried within the material volume does make it more challenging to probe their struc-
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tures and composition. In an alloy, the reduction in interface energy drives solutes to segregate to GBs, a thermodynamic effect
that has been described by the adsorption isotherm [15–21]. Such
solute segregation to GBs can leverage a plethora of effects. In
some cases, the solute(s) can lead to possible de-cohesion or formation of galvanic elements [22, 23], both of which are deleterious
effects acting on strength and longevity, but some solutes can also
increase interfacial coherence [24]. In other cases, solute partitioning to the GB can decrease interfacial mobility [16, 17, 25] as well
as reduce the excess interfacial energy, a topic that has been key to
nanocrystalline stability [16, 17, 26-28]. In addition, solute segregation in GBs can trigger precipitation of secondary phases [5, 29, 30]
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and inﬂuence phenomena such as deformation [31–33], recrystallization [34], and grain growth [17, 35]. These examples how solute
segregation to GBs offers multiple opportunities for alloy and microstructure design [31, 36].
The theoretical study of interfacial segregation started a century
ago by J. W. Gibbs who treated the interface as an inﬁnitely thin
layer with “phase-like” properties [18]. In the Gibbs’ adsorption
isotherm, the solutes are frequently approximated as species without chemical interactions, i.e. in its original form the Gibbs adsorption isotherm applies to the dilute limit of equilibrium segregation.
This means that a decorated GB is assumed to exhibit a uniform
in-plane chemical distribution of the segregated specie(s). Later
Fowler and Guggenheim [19], Hart [20], and Guttmann [21] investigated interface segregation beyond this dilute limit. Once solutes segregate to an interface, they will most likely not behave as
a statistical solid-solution but experience some form of preferred
interactions. The rationale behind this type of segregation interaction comes from the observation that segregation increases if the
bulk solubility decreases, i.e. if solutes prefer to get trapped at a
defect rather than being solved in a bulk solid solution [37–39].
As a consequence, the solutes will also, most likely, assume preferred neighborhood conﬁgurations once the solute decorates the
GBs [40, 41]. This interaction among segregated species can lead to
phenomena such as in-plane GB spinodal-type decomposition [40,
42], GB phase transformations [20], and solute wetting transitions
at the GBs [43]. Factors such as solute-solute interaction [19] and
local atomistic structure [44–46] all play signiﬁcant roles in governing the spatial distribution of solute atoms inside the GB planes.
Therefore, it is important to understand and quantify the in-plane
arrangements that solute atoms at planar defects can assume directly from experimental data, from the dilute limit to complex
low-dimensional decomposition patterns (hereafter all referred to
as chemical features). To avoid intrinsic bias, methods that quantitatively analyze those chemical features in an automated characterization approach increases the opportunity to discover new interface thermodynamics features, kinetic phenomena, and the associated chemistry-structure-property relationships which had remained elusive for so long.
Techniques to characterize the solute composition at GBs require high spatial resolution and high chemical sensitivity. Probing approaches for this purpose include transmission electron
microscopy (TEM)-based techniques, i.e. energy dispersive X-ray
(EDX) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [47–50], as
well as atom probe tomography (APT) [6, 14, 51-57]. TEM-based
methods usually provide a two-dimensional (2D) projection of the
solutes in the GBs [58]. Thus, in such cases, it is diﬃcult to distinguish whether the solute atoms segregate homogeneously, i.e.
occur as a dilute coverage without chemical spatial correlations, or
form a discontinuous pattern along a GB plane driven by elementspeciﬁc chemical interactions. In contrast, APT provides a threedimensional (3D) characterization of GBs and can accurately quantify solute distribution on the GB plane [13, 14, 51]. Thus, the 3D
reconstruction from APT offers one additional dimension of information to TEM-based techniques, when exploring chemical features in GBs. Typical visualization tools for APT include chemical
isocomposition or isodensity surfaces, which help to highlight the
location of features with a speciﬁc composition or density value
[59–61]. One-dimensional (1D) line proﬁles and 2D contour maps
can aid to quantitatively displaying of the local composition [62].
In the speciﬁc case when consistent composition gradient directions can be computed for a region in the APT dataset or when the
isosurface patch culls a closed polyhedron, it is possible to compute signed composition proﬁles. Such a proﬁle, centered at the
interface and aligned with a consistent outer or inner unit normal, respectively, are known in the APT community as a proximity
histogram (or “proxigram” for short) [63]. These methods can be

used to reveal various aspects of local chemical compositions at
defects. However, there are still challenges when it comes to the
quantiﬁcation of chemical features along a GB plane that is arbitrarily located and inclined in 3D space and carries complex chemical patterns. For example, interfaces in polycrystals may not be ﬂat
but exhibit topological variation for a variety of reasons including
equilibrium of forces at nodes and/or interfacial energy minimization [9–11]. Such complex structures of interfaces make the mapping process in APT arduous and potentially user-biased. Below we
summarize key studies that have tackled problems in how to identify and map solutes in APT reconstructed GBs. [6, 55-57, 64-67].
Yao et al. calculated the solute distribution map from a curved
GB plane based on the Hough transformation of reconstructed APT
data sets [6, 64]. With the assistance of supervised machine learning (ML) algorithms, referred to as boosting [68], Wei et al. were
able to characterize the ﬁve kinematic degrees of freedom that deﬁne a GB (misorientation and plane inclination) with near-atomic
resolution [69]. This method enabled the direct extraction of local
compositional and geometric information (i.e. the curvature of the
interface) without human-perceptive bias from manual manipulation procedures or user experience [69].
Nevertheless, these two solutions are not suﬃciently robust
when descriptive crystallographic information about the adjacent
grains is missing [6, 64, 69, 70]. In other cases, the segregated solute atoms can serve as markers to locate the position of the interfaces for creating a solute distribution map. Felfer et al. used
such isocomposition surfaces to determine the location of these
interfaces [56, 65, 66]. This method is practical if isocomposition
surfaces form a continuous interface set. If the segregation and depletion is not continuous, such as in cases for interfacial spinodals
[40-42, 71], spatial gaps appear and the interface is no longer uniform (complete) in this visual representation. Furthermore, calculating isocomposition surfaces with implementations of the marching cubes algorithm do not necessarily produce topologically correct results, nor can do they guarantee a description of closed surfaces [72]. In these cases, where discontinuities exist, Felfer et al.
reported that the interface needs to be manually located, making the analysis user-dependent, with uncertainties that are diﬃcult to quantify and limited reproducibility when the same data
set is examined by different researchers. Felfer et al. also used
the Voronoi ﬁlter [56, 73] to represent an interface region, which
separates atoms of interest belonging to adjacent regions of high
atomic packing density from the bulk atoms by taking a threshold value for the volume of the Voronoi cell of each atom [56, 73].
Density ﬂuctuations are frequently used to represent and localize
an interface [55, 69]. In a recent publication, Peng et al. employed
a principal component analysis (PCA) to locate and reconstruct solute decorated interfaces [55]. This method offered a more reproducible alternative for locating the position of the interfaces. However, its reliability is not guaranteed when multiple grains exist simultaneously in one APT data set. In all of these pioneering studies, the most critical challenge associated with mapping the chemical decoration on the interface is the ability to locate the interface
in an accurate and reproducible manner.
Here, we propose a ML framework that unbiasedly predicts the
location of GBs from an APT data set for local composition mapping [74]. The choice of ML algorithms over traditional image processing methods is motivated by several concerns. In traditional
image analysis approaches, several drawbacks exist that include
the following: high expertise and manual training is normally required with no automation; poor reproducibility can occur between different datasets; analysis often consists of time-consuming
workﬂows; when automation options are available, they usually
still require some partial manual data processing; and, ﬁnally, insuﬃcient sensitivity for pattern recognition by human users as
compared to well-trained machines. For example, the Hough trans2
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form [75] is a traditional image processing method that uses a
predeﬁned criterion to identify linear objects in images. In cases
where complex patterns exist, some features maybe ‘hidden’ from
the user’s direct observation unless they have some a priori understanding or knowledge. To avoid this user-deﬁned issue, we choose
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [74], a core method in deep
learning for complex image recognition. From a methods perspective, CNNs are multi-layer artiﬁcial neural networks with backpropagation and adequate penalizing functions (considering both,
penalization of total prediction deviation and of over-ﬁtting) where
the individual layers are usually specialized on feature-speciﬁc ﬁltering and compression operations. These are usually implemented
in the form of marching matrix dot product operations that are applied in a staggered sequence to the input layer data. The weight
functions behind the ﬁlters are iterated by training, as for all neural networks. CNNs are usually strong in the automated recognition
and the classiﬁcation of the features formed by complex patterns.
After adequate training, CNNs can recognize different types of objects in complex patterns [76, 77]. Such an automated ML approach
can accelerate the analysis process and improve reproducibility.
CNNs have the potential, in some cases, to reveal patterns that remain hidden when analyzed by using traditional methods or when
using forward pattern analysis with consideration of only known
pattern features. To this extent, some pattern features can likely
be identiﬁed more eﬃciently and in less biased form by the user
when using ML algorithms. ML has proven capable of such advantages, speciﬁcally in case of APT data analysis, as shown by the papers of Wei et al. [69, 78], Madireddy et al. [79], and Zelenty et al.
[80].
This paper expands upon these methods by reporting a new
workﬂow for an automated approach to quantify the spatial dis-

tribution of solute segregation along GB planes from APT data sets.
In this method, decorated species assist in determining the positions of the GBs. Speciﬁcally, we show how to train a CNN [74,
76, 77] with synthesized images for recognizing and labeling local features, such as images showing regions-of-interest probing
grain interiors, GBs, and triple junctions, from APT data sets. Once
the location of the GBs is identiﬁed, the quantiﬁcation of the solute distribution along the GB planes follows the framework introduced by Felfer et al. [56, 65]. In particular, this work tackles
the step of how to automatically and accurately determine the positions of GBs where mapping is needed. The ability to identify
GBs in an unbiased manner via automated methods is an essential need for consistent APT analysis, particularly for APT datasets
which contain multiple GBs. We have successfully employed this
ML-based approach to study the GB solute segregation phenomena in three cases, namely (1) Ni-P, (2) Pt-Au, and (3) Al-Zn-MgCu alloys. Such a quantitative, unbiased, and automated characterization method is capable of catalyzing new discoveries related to
interface thermodynamics, kinetics, and the associated chemistrystructure-property relations.
Results and discussion
Workﬂow for the in-plane grain boundary composition analysis
approach
Fig. 1 shows the workﬂow for determining the in-plane GB
composition. As a ﬁrst test scenario, we selected different polycrystalline specimens with near-columnar grain morphologies. The
advantage of a columnar grain is that the planar interface is relatively ﬂat and parallel in one direction readily enabling the GB

Fig. 1. ﬂowchart summarizing the steps of ML-enhanced mapping of GB composition and interfacial excess from APT data sets. The term ‘AP Suite’ refers to the atom prober’s
toolkit for data analysis workstations [82]. Matlab is a numerical computing environment developed by MathWorks, Inc. Spyder is an open-source integrated development
environment (IDE) for scientiﬁc programming in Python. Blender is an open-source computer graphics, animation, and compositing software [83]. POS is an APT ﬁle format
for storing atomic positions and associated mass-to-charge-state ratios. RRNG is a range ﬁle format identifying the chemical information of each ion species in APT data by
associating an element or molecular ion with a set of mass-to-charge-state ratios ranges [84]. OBJ is a geometry deﬁnition ﬁle format. 2D and 3D refer to two- and three
dimensions, respectively.
3
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Fig. 2. A Schematic of an atom probe tomography specimen showing the rotation by an angle θ about an axis perpendicular to the grain columnar axis B shows the
relationship between θ and the average solute (aluminum) composition in the ﬁltered 2D image of the projected APT data obtained from a ZnO-Al sample with columnar
grain shape. The embedded composition map exempliﬁes the average (projected) solute distribution in the projection plane, as shown in the left-image at 0◦ We also
include ﬁve ﬁltered 2D images at several θ values (right-image at 0◦ and images at 150◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ , and 360◦ , respectively) for comparison. The average solute composition
is calculated from regions highlighted by white pixels in the ﬁltered 2D images.

composition to be directly captured in a 2D plane [81]. Below we
summarize our approach followed by more detailed sub-sections
for each step.
First, we start with the APT data set, which contains two types
of information: (1) a ﬁle for the positions (x, y, z) and the respective mass-to-charge-state (m/q) ratio for each ion to that position
and (2) a m/q range ﬁle which identiﬁes each ion species by associating a set of mass-to-charge-state ratio intervals, or a complex
of ions (molecular ion), that occurs from the uncertainty associated with the arrival time variance upon detection. Such data sets
can be experimentally measured or computationally generated. We
used the workstation (AP Suite 6.1) to perform the initial data reconstruction on the experimentally captured data set [84] and applied an in-house developed Matlab (2018a) script to generate the
synthesized dataset [85]. Both data sets are readable in AP Suite
6.1 for extracting and exporting regions-of-interest (ROIs) as the
input of the subsequent GB compositional mapping and analysis.
For this work, our ROI was cylindrical because of the symmetry in
the reconstruction associated with the composition within the GB
plane.
In the next step, we rotate these datasets to calculate successive
projections of the solute composition onto the planes to identify
speciﬁc rotation angles of so-called edge-on conﬁgurations where
the grain column axis is perpendicular to the current projection
plane. Section 2.2 contains more details about this particular step.
In section 2.3, we used a trained CNN to identify where the
compositional signal strength is suﬃciently above background to
support the spatial position of the GB network on the projection
plane. This results in a skeleton network of the chemical decoration, quantiﬁed here via an average solute composition projected
onto the plane. Given the constraint that we analyze columnar
grains, we use this skeleton to extend the GB planes in 3D. We developed an algorithm for meshing these GB planes and tuning their
morphology to track the GBs in 3D using the open-source software
Blender (version 2.92) [83]. Section 2.4 explains the quantiﬁcation
of the GB segregation, with a workﬂow step that has been coded
in Matlab (version 2018a). Section 2.5 validates our approach with
a synthesized data set. Finally, in section 2.6, we applied the approach to analyze the in-plane GB chemical features from experi-

mentally obtained APT data sets from three different alloys to assess the robustness of our workﬂow and proposed methods.
Projection of three-dimensional chemical information onto a
two-dimensional plane
Our method has ﬁrst been applied to APT data retrieved from
a ZnO-Al thin ﬁlm. An evident columnar grain morphology was
present with strong segregation of aluminum (Al) to these GBs, as
shown in Fig. 2. Because of this strong partitioning, we can readily
identify the GBs in an edge-on conﬁguration, where the projection
plane has been aligned perpendicular to the cylinder shaped GBs,
see Fig. 2A.
In this step, we detail an algorithm to automate the detection of
the GB direction that is orthogonal to the GB normal, or, in other
words, the direction that is parallel to the GB plane. This method
mainly focuses on the interpretation of the chemical feature of
GBs, i.e. GB composition and the corresponding edge-on and inplane patterns. Note that atomistic structures, i.e. local atomic motifs in the GB, are not resolvable because of the spatial reconstruction limitations and detection eﬃciencies associated with APT. We
assume that the chemical decoration is substantially higher in the
proximity of the GBs than in the grain interior. In this case, we expect that the chemical contrast forms a connected trace image of
the GB network, instead of only a set of isolated traces for arbitrary
rotations of the dataset.
Averaging the 3D chemical decoration along these aligned
grains allows for a clear distinction between the grain interior and
the GBs, owing to the above solute segregation. To determine the
speciﬁc projection plane, we generated a series of 2D projection
images by successively rotating the data set by an angle θ about an
axis which was perpendicular to the grains’ columnar axis. Fig. 2A
presents a schematic diagram to show this rotation. The speciﬁc
axis chosen here coincides with the ﬁeld evaporation axis that was
used in the APT experiment. Choosing this axis has the advantage of minimized APT reconstruction aberration effects [61, 86].
Thus, at a certain rotation angle, θ , a GB edge-on conﬁguration
is achieved and a clear edge-on GB decoration projection is now
present with minimal aberrations in the reconstruction.
4
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A criterion is now deﬁned for rendering this formally, i.e., for
reaching an optimum θ value. First, we binarized the composition
map by ﬁltering the non-random solute distribution via a threshold
T deﬁned as

T =

μ+k × σ

all ﬁlters and provide a translation equivariant response. This is
achieved by identifying adequate penalty measures from the training data set. The second important aspect relates to the avoidance of overﬁtting. Even if some experimental features, i.e. chemical contrasts that form a coherent trace image of the GB network,
are not contained in the training data, ML can identify them by
capturing features of interest from the learned structures. CNNs
have a considerable potential to unbiasedly and automatically reveal chemical patterns that are hidden when using forward pattern
analysis with consideration of only known pattern features.
Our goal is then to create training datasets containing grains
with different shapes and GBs with varying degrees of solute decoration for mimicking compositional information obtained from
experimental APT data sets. To do this, we created various simulated data sets with different (but known) compositional information and GB structures. This was achieved by generating 2D
Voronoi tessellation and then extending its trace into 3D to mimic
the columnar grain shapes [85]. Using these simulated structures,
we then ﬁlled the columnar volumes with periodically positioned
atoms deﬁning different orientations per column to generate various GB misorientations and inclinations. We did not relax the atom
positions of these simulated structures for the following two reasons:(1) The spatial resolution of APT is approximately 0.1–0.3 nm
in depth and 0.3–0.5 nm laterally [62, 84, 90] with ﬁeld evaporation of ions near GBs being further displaced in the reconstruction from local magniﬁcation effects [61, 86, 91]. Therefore, it is
beyond the capability of the experimental APT technique to capture the atomistic structure of GBs precisely and accurately. Hence,
any simulation relaxation to further improve the atomic position
for training would not ultimately improve the ability of detecting such features when applied to the experimental data set. (2)
We will use the atomistic structures only to distinguish the chemical difference between the grain interiors and the GBs. The actual arrangement of atoms at GBs is of less interest to this particular work. Fig. 3A is a simulated 3D image of a polycrystal
with columnar grains. The grains are deﬁned as distinct regions
of atoms (represented as green dots in Fig. 3A) which are arranged on positions of a face-centered cubic (FCC) crystal lattice
with a lattice parameter of 0.4 nm. The remaining gray-colored
atoms within the simulation are atom positions located in the
GBs.
Note that local magniﬁcation effects [61, 86, 91] mentioned
above will cause the APT reconstructed GBs widths to potentially
appear thicker than their actual width. To account for this effect,
we deﬁned artiﬁcial GB widths over which resolved segregations
would occur to 3 nm, which matches more closely with anticipated experimental APT observations. Fig. 3B is a representative
projected 2D image showing the resolved grain interiors, GBs, and
triple junctions. Since compositional variations can occur both in
the grain interior and along the GB planes, we also added solute
atoms to interior and GB regions as clusters with a range of sizes,
various compositions, and different number densities. Fig. 3C is a
2D projection of the 3D simulation with these additions for an average composition of 5 at.% in the interior and up to 80 at.% enrichment to the GBs. These modiﬁcations also follow the experimental ﬁndings, namely that GB segregation is typically a phenomenon where in-plane GB compositions can be highly inhomogeneous and vary by more than an order of magnitude [31].
The actual compositions of grain interior and GBs are related
to the alloy system, solute composition, crystal structure, and heat
treatment. Here the solvent and solute elements are not deﬁned, as
this training data set had been designed for an arbitrary alloy system with GB segregation. We have generated a range of compositional combinations between the grain interiors (e.g. 3 - 6 at.%) and
GBs (e.g. 2 - 80 at.%) to cover a wide range of potential possibilities. Using the ﬁlter from Eq. (1), the simulated GB network can be

(1)

where μ corresponds to the mean composition for all pixels in the
projected composition map, σ is the standard deviation among all
pixels, and k is an adjustable number. Regions with compositions
higher than the threshold T were assigned a "1 , and regions having compositions below that value are "0 . The ﬁltered pixels, for
which values are "1 , correspond to regions enriched in solutes
(the projection of the chemical decoration). With a GB in an edgeon conﬁguration, the solutes along the GB planes reside within a
set of thin line segments in this projection plane, and the average solute concentration, indicated by the ﬁltered pixels, tends to
be high on these lines. Using this ﬁlter, the GB recognition process will be less sensitive in locating composition variations, and
it is adaptable to various composition ranges. While this threshold
does not enable accurate compositional analysis in the GB, evident
by the binary “1 or “0 binning, its purpose is to locate and deﬁne the GB by the presence of solute segregation, not necessarily
the quantiﬁcation of solute segregation. This latter measurement is
done using another method used later on in our workﬂow, Fig. 1.
We now illustrate this process with the ZnO-Al experimental data set. The 3D chemical information was projected successively on multiple 2D projection planes, Fig. 2B. For example, the
left-image is at 0◦ and shows a projected composition map. We
binarized the composition map using the aforementioned binary
threshold approach, Eq. (1), and represented the threshold outcome as a black (“0 ) and white (“1 ) contrast image, Fig. 2B. Here,
T is set at 2.3 at.% when the adjustable k is 0.5. As such, the average solute composition within the white pixels was plotted as a
function of the rotation angle, θ , in Fig. 2B. When θ is 0◦ , 180◦ , and
360◦ , the maps appear to have some interconnected line segments,
which is the signature of a projected aggregate of edge-on oriented
prisms (GB network). For those θ s, the average solute composition
tends to be the highest. Fig. 2B also includes the maps at θ s with
a low average solute composition, such as 150◦ and 270◦ , where
the parallel lines run through the image. Note that GBs oriented
in this direction are not suitable for the later auto-detection of the
GB. Therefore, we chose the θ value to be 0◦ for an edge-on GB
conﬁguration.
Automated grain boundary detection by using a convolutional neural
network
The convolutional neural network comprises multiple layers
with the goal of building a function to classify an input image [74,
87-89]. The individual layers are specialized for feature-speciﬁc ﬁltering and compression. For instance, the convolutional layer extracts structural features, e.g. an edge, a line, or junctions, from
the source image and passes its results to the next layer [89]. This
convolutional layer helps with sharpening, blurring, noise reduction, edge detection, or other operations that can assist the ML
algorithm in learning the speciﬁc characteristics of an image. The
weight and bias functions behind the ﬁlters are iterated through
training [74, 89]. For convenience, we refer to this automated GB
detection by a CNN as Auto-GB-CNN.
2.3.1. Training data of synthesized grain boundaries for recognizing
local features
The preparation of training data to recognize actual data is a
crucial step for accurately capturing features of interest in any supervised ML algorithm. With a suﬃciently large set of training
data, CNNs can eﬃciently learn the weight factors pertaining to
5
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A convolutional layer is composed of a series of ﬁlters known
as kernels, namely a matrix of numbers. In our work, the convolutional layer utilized a 3 × 3 pixel2 kernel whereupon we move
the sampling window (i.e., the ﬁeld of view for the kernel) over the
input image, pixel after pixel, for every position in the input image.
Hence, the kernels only “see” a portion of the input image. The dot
product of the imaging matrix with the operations of the kernels
generates a single value to present the analyzed pixels. By marching the sampling window through the input image, and performing
this dot product operation, a feature map is created. We used the
Rectiﬁed Linear Units (ReLUs) activation function to transfer the
dot product value into the next layer, which outputs the inputs directly if it is positive value but if the operation yields either zero
or a negative value, the output is assigned a ‘zero’ value [89]. As
a default activation function for the convolutional layer, ReLU can
train the model more easily while achieving a better performance.
For example, it can overcome the vanishing gradient problem that
frequently occurs with sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent activation
functions [89]. The output after the convolution layer retained the
same number of images, but each image now becomes a matrix of
(18 × 18 × 64). Here, 18 pixels refer to the width and height of
an image, while 64 is the number of channels.
By adding a layer of 2 × 2 pixel2 , the largest element compression kernels reduce the number of parameters while retaining
information in latent space [89]. This is known as a max-pooling
layer. During this step, the kernel was stridden over the input matrix by moving it horizontally every two pixels column-wise and
vertically every two pixels to subsequent rows. This operation provided an output feature map with the value extracted from each
kernel. The height and width of the image decreased in half forming a compressed matrix of (9 × 9 × 64).
Afterwards, we ﬂatten those output layers into different classes.
This step transforms the two-dimensional matrix of features into a
vector that can be fed into a fully-connected neural network classiﬁer. In our case, the ﬁrst fully-connected layer contains 5184 units
after ﬂattening. We further condensed sequentially all units into
512, 128, and 64 units. In the last pooling step, the activation function, Softmax, normalized the output of the network to a probability distribution over the predicted output classes [89]. As such,
the outcome of the neutral network classiﬁer is a label representing one of three classes (grain interior, GB, and triple junction) for
each image.
We have tested multiple parameters, i.e. the number of convolutional layers (1–3), the number of channels (32, 64, 128), and
the size of dense layers (512, 128, 64). The neural network shown
in Fig. 4 gives the highest accuracy and was therefore selected for
the later recognition step.
We now discuss the inﬂuence of the number of training images
on the accuracy of the CNN as well as potential inaccuracies in our
proposed ML approach. We trained the CNN with a different number of images and then calculated the sparse categorical accuracy,
i.e. a value indicating how often predictions match integer labels
[92]. The calculations were based on the same 10 0 0 test images.
Fig. 5A shows the sparse categorical accuracy of the CNN as a function of the number of training images up to 20,0 0 0. Each point in
the plot is an average of ﬁve different groups of training images,
with the error bars showing the variance. The accuracy rapidly
increases as the number of training images increases. At approximately 12,0 0 0 training images, the accuracy improvement levels
out at a value of 0.87 approximately. Fig. 5B shows the confusion
(error) matrix between the predictions and the actual values. Distinguishing between the grain interior and the triple junction was
relatively accurate; however, most of the ambiguity or error occurred when the system needed to distinguish between either a
GB and triple junction or a GB and a grain interior. These ambiguities are a result of the following: Firstly, if there is only a small

Fig. 3. Synthesized training data set. A 3D atomistic structure of columnar grains,
where atoms in grain interiors (GIs) are green, and those at grain interiors (GBs)
are gray. B The projected 2D map showing resolved GIs, GBs, and triple junctions
(Triple). C The projected 2D composition map after adding solute atoms as a form
of clusters. D The ﬁltered 2D image is divided into small sub-images by red dashed
lines. E We assign each of the sub-images into three groups by the different colors
of their frames.

well revealed in the binarized 2D image, Fig. 3D. Sub-images from
Fig. 3D, were then divided, shown by the red lines, with these subimages used as the training data sets. Each of these images, delineated by a colored box in Fig. 3E, is classiﬁed into one of three
categories – grain interiors, GBs, and triple junctions. The criteria
for distinguishing which category the image belongs to are based
on how many grains the image contains. For example, we deﬁne
that an image that involves only a single grain belongs to the grain
interior category of images. If two grains are present, the image is
labeled as a GB and all other identiﬁed features then belong to the
triple junction category. Using the above method, we generated the
training data set with 20,0 0 0 images of the same size but different patterns. Learning to back out compositional features, such as
GB network traces (lines) and triple-line-imaging plane intersection points, can then help the CNNs locate the GB network from
the experimental APT data. The following section now discusses
the details of this classiﬁcation process by CNNs.
2.3.2. Convolutional neural network for recognizing grain boundaries
The CNN used herein is implemented in the software library
TensorFlow 2.0.0-beta1 [92]. The input data of a CNN has a shape
of (number of images) × (image width) × (image height) × (image
depth). In this work, the input data is a (20, 0 0 0 × 20 × 20 × 1)
matrix with each input image having a 20-pixel width, a 20-pixel
height, and a 1-channel depth. The edge length of each square
pixel represents 0.4 nm spatial distance. The training images are
composed of grains with different shapes and various solute distributions. The left image in Fig. 4 is an example of an input image
with which the CNN has been trained to detect it as a triple junction unit. Fig. 4 also contains the neural network schematic for the
training process.
6
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Fig. 4. Construction of the convolutional neural network for recognizing local features. Here, the abbreviations GI, GB, and Triple stand for grain interior, grain boundary,
and triple junction, respectively.

Fig. 5. A Sparse categorical accuracy as a function of the size of training samples. B Confusion (error) matrix between predictions and actual values. GI, GB, and Triple
represent grain interior, grain boundary, and triple junction, respectively.

segment of a second GB connected to a triple junction, the CNN
can mislabel it as a single GB. Secondly, since clusters can also exist in grain interiors, there is an uncertainty in distinguishing this
type of grain interior from such GBs that only carry a low amount
of solute segregation.
While these ambiguities are concerning, they can be mitigated
by employing a weight and bias function that can automatically
recognize GBs by training it as well with the 20,0 0 0 images. Here,
we divided the experimental image into smaller ﬁeld of views or
windows that were 20 × 20 pixel2 whereupon the feature (grain
interior, GB, or triple junction) in the window is automatically detected and identiﬁed by the above CNN algorithm. By overlapping the windows, the continuity of the feature is better identiﬁed.
Through this window scanning approach, some degree of misclassiﬁcation that occurs will not signiﬁcantly alter the correct detection of the location of GBs. The actual results relate to what the
region is most likely identiﬁed as. In other words, even if a region
is not accurately indexed in one window but correctly identiﬁed
in the surrounding windows, the probability to correctly recognize
this region is still quite high. We have also used this image processing to remove artifacts generated during the CNN step. In the
next paragraph, we provide the details of this image processing by
using an example of the Auto-GB-CNN process on the Ni-P APT
dataset [93].

2.3.3. Example of automatic grain boundary detection from atom
probe data sets without correlative microscopy
Here, we apply the methods discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3
(Auto-GB-CNN) to locate the GB network in a columnar structured
Ni-P APT data set where the phosphorus (P) has partitioned to the
GBs [93]. Fig. 6A shows the ﬁltered 2D image of the averaged solute composition with most of the GBs being in an edge-on conﬁguration. This 2D image is composed of 263 × 223 pixels2 . Using a sliding window of 20 × 20 pixels2 , the CNN examined the
composition-related features in each window and classiﬁed it into
one of three categories (grain interior, GB, and triple junction).
When the sliding window was labelled as grain interior, we set all
pixels to "0 . For images of all of the other labels (GB and triple
junction), these pixels are now set to "1 and stored separately.
Afterwards, we superimposed the assigned values in all the sliding
windows into a series of new 2D matrices that have the same size
as the original 2D image. Those two new matrices represent a GB
map (Fig. 6B) and a triple junction map (Fig. 6C), respectively. In
such a manner, features, i.e. GBs and triple junctions, have been
counted multiple times during the sliding window step. Consequently, these features result in a high detected value in the output
images. In Fig. 6C, we also highlight the local maxima in these distinct regions, which could be the location of possible triple junctions, by green spot makers in the image. Fig. 6D shows the bina7
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Fig. 6. A Filtered 2D image from the experimental Ni-P atom probe data set [93]. B Pixels in yellow highlight the GB regions as they were detected by the CNN. C Pixels in
yellow represent the triple junction regions as they were detected by the CNN. Green-colored spots highlight the possible triple junctions. D The black and white image is
the binarized image of B according to the ﬁlter described in Eq. (1). Here, the red line segments are the GBs detected by the GB features. The green line segments show the
modiﬁed GB network favored by the triple junction features. Overlaid onto the composition map are GB line vectors before (red edge line in E) and after (green edge line in
F) being adjusted by the triple junction criterion.

Fig. 7. A 3D rendering of the P atom point cloud (red-colored) superimposed onto the 3D geometry of the GB network (blue-colored). B GB meshes (blue-colored) showing
together with selected P (red-colored) and Ni (green-colored) atoms. C Magniﬁed region (as pointed by the arrow) which exempliﬁes a volume used for computing IE and
GB composition. D The ladder diagram computed from this volume shown in C. The green-edge circle indicates the location of the node in the GB meshes, while the yellow
edge circle is the center of the region used for calculating GB composition.

rized GB signal as a black and white image by using the same ﬁlter described in Eq. (1). We then applied the "skeleton" algorithm
[94] to reduce all objects to single-pixel width lines. As shown in
Fig. 6D, the line segments created in this way (colored in red) appear as an interconnected GB network. We further divided them
into multiple line segments by locating the ending pixel or junction pixels. Here, each line segment represents an individual GB.
The GB network detected by the GB feature is not always perfect,
i.e. the red edge lines in Fig. 6E do not match well with the composition map. This issue arises from either the inaccurate prediction
of the CNN or a ‘blur’ due to the sliding window process. We can
resolve this issue by simply adjusting the k in Eq. (1) to make the
binary image sharper. As a second option, the position of the GB
line segments can be adjusted with the help of the junction pixels
detected by the triple junction features. Fig. 6F indicates modiﬁed
GB line segments (green edge lines) with all GB line segments extended along the columnar direction to form the interconnected
GB planes. This operation involves a translation of the coordinates
of the GB lines. Finally, we exported the 3D geometry of the GB
network into a geometry deﬁnition ﬁle format (OBJ ﬁle). This ﬁle
is a standard 3D image format that can be opened by various 3D
modeling programs.

positions within the reconstructed Ni-P APT data set. In Blender, it
is possible to adjust speciﬁc nodes of the 3D geometry to achieve
a better match between the highlight planes and the GB positions.
For instance, we could manually add a GB that has been conﬁrmed
by complementary TEM results but remained undetected by the
ML algorithm. A possible reason when this would be needed is for
cases when the solute segregation is too low and remains below
the threshold to trigger the insertion of a GB segment in the AutoGB-CNN step.
The next step is to mesh the GB planes. As it is often diﬃcult
to obtain meshes with as closely as possible equilateral triangles
GB planes, we ﬁrst cut the GB planes into small rectangles and
then divided each rectangle into two triangles in Blender [83]. The
minimum side length of the triangles is adjustable for controlling
the density of triangles per mesh surface unit area. For Fig. 7B, the
minimum meshing length was set to 3 nm. Subsequently, all nodes
on the meshes that lie outside the convex hull of the specimen
were deleted [95]. Next, we assigned the nodes on the meshes to
the respective GB line segments deﬁned in the previous step to
identify each GB as an individual unit of the 3D mesh. Finally, in
the last step, the positions of the nodes on the GB meshes were
automatically adjusted towards the center-of-mass of the solute
species using the algorithm introduced by Felfer et al. [56]. Fig. 7B
is a representative image of the meshed GB network in 3D.

2.3.4. Meshing of the grain boundary planes in three dimensions
We imported the extracted network of GB traces and triple
junction locations into the open-source 3D graphics suite Blender
(version 2.92) [83] to create a mesh and perform a local reﬁnement of the mesh. Fig. 7A shows a section of the 3D geometry of
the GB network that is overlaid onto a rendering of the P atom

Quantiﬁcation of grain boundary segregation
With the GBs now deﬁned, the measurement of local solute
composition in the GB is merely computing the relative percent8
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age of one speciﬁc species among all identiﬁed atoms in a given
volume. This requires a deﬁnition of the GB width. In reality, the
crystallographic width of a GB is typically the size of one to a
few atomic layers in thickness [96]. However, the measured APT
GB width can span one monolayer to a few nanometers depending upon how the chemical demarcation is deﬁned in the atom
probe reconstruction [97–99]. It can even vary from region-toregion along a singular GB plane depending upon the spatial distribution of the solutes [55]. Consequently, the widths of GBs as measured by APT may appear modestly thicker than their actual width
because of these effects that are largely contributed to a ‘local
magniﬁcation effect’ when the data is reconstructed [61, 86, 91].
Therefore, the quantiﬁcation of the precise GB width from APT can
be diﬃcult to ascertain. One means to determine the solute content in the GB is the use of interfacial excess (IE) mapping, where
IE represents the excess number of atoms per unit area due to the
presence of an interface [1, 18]. This quantiﬁcation is much less
sensitive to reconstruction artifacts and does not need one to deﬁne the exact width of a GB [55-57, 67]. By combining composition
and IE mapping, we can now achieve a more complete description
of the solute distributions along the GB planes [61] with our calculation following the methodology from Felfer et al. [56]. In summary, the use of the ML-based approach provides a quantitative,
less biased, and automated access to identify the GBs whereupon
methods of composition analysis on such boundaries can then be
readily applied to collectively yield a robust means for chemical
characterization from APT datasets on these features. Using this
approach, we now continue its application using the Ni-P APT data
set.

no signiﬁcant change of slope in this type of IE plot. In such regions, excess atom quantities are zero.
The other quantity for calculating an IE value is the reference
area of the respective GB mesh where the ladder diagram is evaluated. As the involved volume for IE calculation has a columnar
shape in our case study, we can calculate the area, S, using the
following equation:

S = V/H

(2)

where V is the volume of the convex hull [95] of the involved
atoms and H is the vertical distance measured between the farthest separated atoms in the direction normal to the GB plane.
From the original APT dataset, only regions within a few nanometers on either side from the GB mesh are needed for the IE calculation. Hence, we can extract or clip these volumes out of the entire datasets. Using an automatic clipping algorithm from the ML
deﬁned GBs, the calculation of IE maps becomes eﬃcient. For the
case system shown here for Ni-P, we set the distance to 7 nm on
either side of the interface making H 14 nm.
2.4.2. Computing the composition within a grain boundary
When one needs to calculate local GB compositions, this is done
by computing the fraction of solute atoms over all atoms in a given
ROI volume. The accuracy of such a GB composition map depends
strongly on the locations of the ROI to the GB position. While the
location of GBs determined through CNN are a good estimation,
they still represent an approximate position. In some cases, the solute may shift relative to the boundary’s actual location based on
how the CNN located the boundary mesh. Ladder diagrams are one
alternative solution. Here, one can more precisely reﬁne the GB position if one assumes that the solute is located in the middle of the
GB. In Fig. 7D a green edge circle is used to indicate the CNN determined position of the boundary. This location appears slightly
closer to the grain on the right side. If we now assume that the
solute distribution is symmetric along the GB plane, the location
of the GB should be located in the middle position between the
two inﬂection points in the ladder diagram. This is indicated by
the yellow edge circle in Fig. 7D. A volume centered at this position would then offer a potentially more accurate positioning of
the ROI based on the assumptions above. While these spatial differences are relatively minor in our example, it does highlight that
a deviation can and does exist and should be accounted for how
one may approach an automatic means of determining GB composition.

2.4.1. Automatic interfacial excess mapping
Obtaining an IE value requires two quantities: (1) the number
of excess atoms and (2) a reference area on the surface of the GB
mesh where the calculation is to be performed. We can gain the
number of excess atoms from plotting a so-called ladder diagram
[57]. Such a diagram is computed for each vertex on the GB mesh
(identiﬁed by our ML methods) by placing a small columnar volume across the GB mesh and plotting the number of solutes as a
function of the number of total atoms when counting both numbers (solutes and total atoms collected) from one end of the volume to the other. When the solutes enrich a GB, the slope of the
middle line segment will become steeper than those on either side
of the GB. This created the appearance of a ladder shape. Fig. 7C
shows the selected volume across the meshed GB with Fig. 7D revealing this ladder step in the Ni-P system. Fig. 7D also includes
linear ﬁts for the two segments on either side of the GB, which
has been colored in blue and red dashed lines, respectively. These
slopes represent the solute presence within the grain interior. The
difference in the intercept values of those two lines at the location of the interface is the number of excess atoms in the GB. We
employed a Matlab script to search for the turning points where
the ladder diagrams could be divided into these three line segments or slopes [100]. While the slope here is steep and positive,
indicating solute segregation in the GB, the slope in the middle
line segment does not necessarily have to be larger than the slope
from either grain. In that case, the GB is depleted of solutes. The
ladder diagram can be used to characterize GB enrichment or depletion when the curve can on the one hand be decomposed into
three segments that can all be described via linear interpolation
and when the values in the middle segment on the other hand are
either larger or smaller than those of the other segments representing the situation in the grains on either side of the boundary.
While the ML approach does use segregation as the descriptor for
identifying GBs, the reconstruction will create a GB plane where
parts of the regions on this plane may have little to no segregation. In those cases, where such regions are sampled, there will be

Validation through a synthesized data set
While the sections above have shown how the Auto-GB-CNN
method functions for each step, even using real experimental
datasets to highlight its use for speciﬁc steps, it has not yet been
employed for either a full dataset analysis that contains multiple
GBs nor has it been tested to determine its accuracy for compositional mapping. To validate the collective various steps in the
Auto-GB-CNN method, it is now tested against a simulated dataset
where the composition and features are well deﬁned.
The simulated dataset was created using the same custom developed Matlab script that generated the training datasets (Section 2.3) [85]. Here, the data set contained approximately 6 million
atoms on a FCC lattice (a = 0.4 nm) which consisted of a polycrystalline structure with a columnar grain structure that has a known
spatial distribution of solute atoms. Here, the average columnar diameter was approximately 34 nm and the average solute composition in the grain interiors was set to 9 at.%. In addition, spherical
clusters with radii of 1 – 1.5 nm were added into the grain interiors with such clusters having a solute content of 15 at.%. The
GB widths were set to 2.5 nm with the solute segregation in these
9
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Fig. 8. A Synthesized data set with 30 at.% solute isocomposition surfaces (blue-colored) embedded. Pink atoms represent any possible solvent atoms. B 2D projected image
showing local composition C Line segments found by the Auto-GB-CNN method proﬁling the GB network D GB composition map embedded in the 3D atom map of solvent
atoms (pink-colored).

boundaries threshold at a minimum of 12 at.%. To further mimic
experimental data, we allowed the solute atoms to cluster in these
GBs with radii of the clusters ranging from 1.1 to 1.9 nm, up to
compositions of 94 at.% with this clustering accounting for 82% of
the GB volume. Considering that the size of a simulated GB cluster can be larger than the deﬁned GB width, only the region of
the cluster within the GB width was used. Every compositional information of the cluster outside this boundary condition was not
used.
Fig. 8A shows the atom map of this synthesized data set. The
pink atoms represent the solvent atoms. We employed the bluecolored isocomposition surfaces to highlight localized regions with
solute compositions above 30 at.% (hence no clusters within the
grain interior are seen because they do not reach this threshold).
However, clusters within the GBs are noted. In Fig. 8A, this cluster
inhomogeneity is clearly visible from the incomplete connections
of the isocomposition surfaces in the boundaries. The chemical information of the 3D data set was then rotated and projected onto
a 2D plane to satisfy GB edge-on criteria, Fig. 8B, as already discussed in Section 2.2. The green lines in Fig. 8C reveal the ML
GB network as it was detected by the Auto-GB-CNN algorithm.
Fig. 8D is the local solute composition along these simulated GB
planes. The minimum and maximum solute content are 12 at.%
and 95 at.%, respectively. While the measured composition is ever
so higher than the input value, it does reveal very close matching and conﬁdence in this auto-detection and mapping approach.
With the complete Auto-GB-CNN procedure tested against the simulated dataset, we now apply it, in full, to the various experimental datasets discussed at the end of the introduction section of this
paper.

Fig. 9. A correlative study of the 350 °C/1 h annealed Ni-1.5at.%P thin ﬁlm [93]. A
Precession electron diffraction orientation and GB map for an atom probe specimen.
B GB composition map embedded in the 3D atom map of P (red-colored) from the
same APT specimen. C GB composition (P) as a function of GB misorientation.

Applications for experimentally measured atom probe data sets

cross-correlative method and the preparation of the Ni-P sample
are found in [13, 93].
Fig. 9A shows the PED measurement of the grain orientations.
The results document that different GB misorientations are present
in the sample, enabling a qualitative characterization of the GB
types among low angle GBs (LAGBs, green), high angle GB (HAGBs,
blue), as well as a few coincidence site lattice (CSL) boundaries
such as  5 (cyan),  3 (red), and twin boundaries (a speciﬁc type
of  3, red with yellow background). Fig. 9B reveals the reconstruction of the APT data from the ML Auto-GB-CNN method. Nearly all
of the GBs were found and matched the PED data. However, the
 3 twin boundaries were not initially captured by the Auto-GBCNN method because this boundary revealed minimal solute partitioning. Consequently, these boundaries were added manually to
the image shown. This highlights a very important outcome. First,
ML may not capture all of the GB features. Hence, using crosscorrelative methods that can improve the accuracy of the APT re-

2.6.1. Grain boundary speciﬁc segregation
As shown above in the interfacial excess section, P readily partitions to the GBs in Ni. Here we use the Ni-P experimental dataset
for further analysis. One of the advantages of the simulated dataset
shown above is a priori knowledge of the nanostructure features,
which is not always available in an APT experimental dataset. To
create this a priori knowledge to our experimental system, we have
identiﬁed the GBs in the APT specimen tip, prior to ﬁeld evaporation, by performing precession electron diffraction (PED) whereupon grain-to-grain misorientation is captured with the data represented by automated crystal orientation mapping (ACOM). Through
this type of cross-correlative method, we increase our conﬁdence
of the GB identiﬁcation process by ML in the experimental APT
data because the ML generated images can be directly compared to
an independent means of microscopy imaging. The details of this
10
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Fig. 10. A Composition map and B IE map of a LAGB found in the APT specimen extracted from a 1027◦ C /15 min annealed Pt-7at.% Au thin ﬁlm [102]. C Scatter plot to
reveal the relationship between GB compositions and IE values for the data points collected from 910 vertices in the LAGB showing in A and B. The red dashed line is a
linear ﬁt.

construction is beneﬁcial, as would be the case even if ML was not
applied. Even though our method did not capture this twin GB,
it readily identiﬁed all others and provided for a rapid method of
data capture, analysis and representation. This decreases the time
for users to sort through the data and apply any manual input
to features that are notably absent, which still demonstrates the
impact ML can still have on APT reconstruction development. Using the ML method, it was able to automatically reveal the inhomogeneity of P atoms not only between different GBs but also
within the same GB, Fig. 9B. This reduces the manual effort and
potential human error in such analysis, a major motivation for the
ML approach developed here. Fig. 9C displays how GB composition relates to the misorientation. The large error bars notable for
all points in this plot indicates signiﬁcant compositional variation
along the GB planes. A more detailed understanding of the distribution of solutes is connected to the potential energy of GB sites
and was the subject of another study [93]. This collective study
of chemical structure relationships using this ML approach to APT
data analysis provides a quantitative and representative way to reveal GB-speciﬁc separation phenomena, while also recognizing potential areas for future development in identifying GBs in such
datasets where low solute segregation in GBs exists.

a spatially continuous GB rather than isolated dislocation lines. As
for the latter, the excess in the unit of atoms per line can be calculated according to reference [65]. In this work, the compositional
variation is revealed over the entire GB plane. Fig. 10C includes a
more quantitative result that shows a linear relationship between
the IE values and solute compositions, with the data points collected from 910 vertices in this LAGB mesh that was automatically
identiﬁed by the ML method. By studying the separation behavior
along the GB plane in this automated manner, the in-plane chemical patterns that are not nominally easily detected by standard
compositional analysis were presented in an unbiased manner.
2.6.3. Segregation and precipitation at grain boundaries
Finally, a third case study was applied to our Auto-GB-CNN
method. In this case, the APT dataset was taken from an Al-ZnMg-Cu alloy previously published by Zhao et al. [5]. Our aim now
is to provide a statistical analysis revealing the solute distribution
along the GB planes. Zhao et al. reported that magnesium (Mg)
atoms segregate toward the GBs in this alloy during annealing and
that this segregation contributed to the formation of precipitates
along the GB plane. Using our ML method and mapping analysis,
we can detect these solutes and provide a statistical analysis of
them on these planes in an unbiased manner. Fig. 11 is the composition data measured along the GB plane with the area fraction
of a given solute content given as a function of solute composition.
As shown in this ﬁgure, for the as-quenched sample, two compositional peaks could be easily distinguished with the distribution
of the Mg solute revealing it was not a Gaussian distribution, but
rather a combination of multiple peaks as pointed out by the red
arrows. These two peaks correspond to regions with different levels of solute partitioning. During the heat treatment, the peak with
the lower solute content, approximate 2 at.% Mg, shifted to an even
lower value, approximate 1 at.% Mg. This peak shift corresponded
to the emergence of a solute-depleted region along the GB plane.
The inset concentration maps in this ﬁgure are the GB planes that
were identiﬁed by our Auto-GB-CNN method where one can visually note the solute evolution. We found that the peak at approximate 5 at.% Mg also shifted to lower solute content. However, with
increasing heat treatment time, a longer compositional tail appears
on the high solute content side. This longer tail corresponded to
the center of the clusters that now are readily observed to form on
the GB plane. These clusters act as a nucleus and assist the precipitation process along the GB plane as noted by Zhao et al. [5]. After
increasing the annealing time to 24 h, the Mg content increased to
a maximum of approximate 35 at.%. The area highlighted in the red
dashed box in the compositional tail at 24 h shows the precipitates

2.6.2. Dislocations inside of a low angle grain boundary
While the majority of the GBs above are associated with large
misorientations, LAGBs contain a series of periodically arranged
dislocations that create modest crystallographic rotations, usually
below a few degrees, with the spacing of such dislocations directly
linked to the misorientation. Similar to GBs, these dislocation defects also attract solutes. Such solute segregation at a LAGB depends on the local structural disorder and the hydrostatic stress
around the containing dislocations [101]. In this second case study,
we demonstrate our Auto-GB-CNN approach to reveal the chemical
features of these local crystal defects.
In this example, Pt-7at.% Au thin ﬁlms were sputter-deposited
and annealed at 1027◦ C for 15 min to facilitate the solute partitioning to defects. Details of the specimen preparation and analysis
are given elsewhere [102]. Fig. 10A and B are the composition map
and IE map of the LAGB with a misorientation of 2.5◦ , which can
be further decomposed into a tilt component of 2.43◦ and a twist
component of 0.12◦ The LAGB in the APT experimental dataset was
captured using our ML methodology, whereupon a pattern of parallel lines was visibly represented in both a compositional and IE
map, from the Auto-GB-CNN toolkit above. The lines in this GB are
attributed to the dislocation array that creates this misorientation
[42, 102-104]. We treated such an arrangement of dislocation as
11
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Fig. 11. The distribution of solute Mg atoms along the GB planes of a model Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy [5], represented by the area fraction of a given Mg content as a function of
Mg composition. Dashed lines represent ﬁttings from multiple peaks with Gaussian distribution. The embedded images are contour maps of solute composition along the
GB plane of samples heat-treated at 120◦ C for different times.

along the GB plane. Here, our Auto-GB-CNN method presented a
reproducible and highly automated approach to the analysis of a
time sequence study of APT experimental data. In doing so, new
insights into interface thermodynamics and dynamics can be developed by having a reliable means of experimental analysis with
no bias.

limited spatial extension, sometimes low compositional variations
and lack of appropriate data extraction and analysis approaches.
These compositional segregation and patterning phenomena are
hence still poorly understood due to this lack of direct and quantitative observation. Therefore, in this work, we have introduced an
Auto-GB-CNN method to probe, analyze and reveal patterned segregation features in real space, which can be applied to any kinds
of low dimensional defects. The development and application of
this method enable to reveal chemical patterns that can contribute
to a better understanding of interfaces and their relationship to
properties.
For example, GB motion in pure metals typically progresses
much faster than in alloys, but the actual magnitude and patterning of such chemical decoration have often remained undocumented. The effect of solute atoms on GB motion is commonly
known as impurity drag [25] but this interpretation is based on the
assumption of homogeneous segregation patterns on GBs. Therefore, direct quantiﬁcation of the distribution of solutes across GB
planes in alloys is required for understanding, for instance, the origin of nonlinear transitions in the (discontinuous) grain growth behavior and morphological stability of nanocrystalline materials [17,
25]. In addition to GB motion, the mechanical, physical and chemical properties of GBs can be strongly inﬂuenced by the coverage of
solute atoms at GBs, the associated planar patterns of how these
atoms are arranged on GBs, as well as the interaction between
neighboring atoms across GBs [105–110]. Our new methodology
provides these additional analysis approaches that are capable of
resolving such complex features, for extracting more information
from atom probe data to advance the understanding of these fundamental problems that have great engineering impact.
The segregation of solutes and the compositional patterning on
GBs is a complex problem. Recently, theoreticians have found that
in addition to solute interaction, one must also consider the speciﬁc site energy values to understand the phenomenon of solute
segregation using hybrid Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics simulations [46]. Using a similar method, Garg et al. discussed the competition between segregation and complexation in the CuZr system

Summary and outlook
This paper introduced a ML-based approach for mapping GB
composition and quantifying solute IE from APT data. This methodology leads to an automatic way to reveal solute distribution along
the GB plane, allowing the insights of distinguishable solute segregation behavior that extends beyond the dilute limit, where solutesolute interactions are non-negligible. The interaction between segregated species as well as segregated species with local defect
structure can lead to phenomena, such as GB-speciﬁc segregation
features as a function of misorientation and coincidence site lattice
character, in-plane GB-spinodal decomposition, solute-dislocation
interaction leading to complex segregation patterns, and the temporal evolution from early solute-GB segregation in the dilute limit
to interfacial phase separation.
Several recent examples have demonstrated for instance that
one single value of the composition of one or more segregated
species cannot capture the low-dimensional compositional patterns
and multiple levels of complexity of the elemental distribution at
defects [7, 29, 30]. Yet, the properties and the microstructural evolution of materials are related to the local values of the chemical
potential both, in the bulk and at defects, i.e. it is of critical importance to study not only the global chemical composition of GBs
but also the low-dimensional, in-plane patterns formed by the elemental distribution. Such information cannot simply be captured,
measured or interpreted by just using the conventional line proﬁles or 2D contour maps but these features need to be adequately
revealed to make them accessible to analysis.
Such in-plane chemical patterning has rarely been studied systematically, owing to the associated experimental challenges, their
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[111]. In our recent work, a density-based phase-ﬁeld model was
used to study how grain boundaries contribute to the time evolution of chemical decomposition within the miscibility gap of a PtAu nanocrystal system [112]. All of these theoretical studies require
high-quality experimental analysis for observation and demonstration. Here, our newly developed Auto-GB-CNN method can assist
theoreticians in comparing experiments with theoretical models.
From the methodology aspect, we demonstrated our method
using crystalline grains with near-columnar structures where the
solute segregation is strongly coupled to the GB network. A CNNbased approach helped determine the local features of the grain
interior, GB, and the triple junctions in proﬁling the GB network.
Compositional mapping was achieved after meshing the GB network and performing subsequent quantiﬁcation steps. With the
help of the ladder diagram for each node in the GB mesh, automatic interfacial excess mapping was achieved as well as a means
to determine the accurate location of a node for quantifying the
local composition of a GB. We validated our implementation and
approach with a synthesized data set. Thereafter, we applied this
approach to three experimental case studies.
The advantage of the ML to APT dataset analysis is multifold. It
can accelerate GB identiﬁcation within the dataset by training the
system to identify such features. As a result, it reduces the arduous,
manual process of ﬁnding these features. Furthermore, it removes
intrinsic and extrinsic bias users have in the search for these features. Our approach also eliminates the use of prior methods, such
as isocomposition surfaces to identify the GBs, as this often depends on the solute being spatially and compositionally uniform
over the GB plane, something that is rare. As a result, gaps exist on
the actual plane. Using a ML approach, we identify the projected
GB plane and corresponding GB network. This is then expanded
to 3D and an automatic triangular mesh is applied that captures
the boundary curvature and solutes on such planes. With the GBs
identiﬁed, we demonstrated in automatic means for quantifying GB
segregation that increases the speed of data output, removes mutinous tasks, and, again, eliminates human bias in how the data is
analyzed. Through this approach, atom probe information can become more readily reconstructed and analyzed in helping address
a variety of physical and metallurgical factors that govern alloy design. The current approach is available as an open-source software
package.
With the success of its development in identifying 2D GB networks, future work aims to extend it to more complex polycrystals.
We propose two methods to solve the 3D problem. The ﬁrst is to
divide the 3D volume into sections, each with a columnar structure. A similar 2D algorithm could be applied to each section to
create a map of GB composition or interface excess, and then combine these sections into a total volume for the 3D GB network. The
second method would be to directly train a 3D CNN for feature
recognition. The challenge for both methods is whether we can extract continuous GB planes from a small volume, since the solutes
are not always spatially uniformly distributed across the GB plane.

the manuscript. All authors provided critical feedback and helped
shape the research, algorithm, and manuscript.
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